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Executive Summary
Title: Littoral Combat Ship: Is it a Blue-Green Asset?
Arthur: Lieutenant Commander Fiona Halbritter, United States Navy
Thesis: The Littoral Combat Ship with its transformational, modular, open architecture design

-supports Marine-corp-s warfig;htingfunctions and-has tne potential to b-e--an- as-setfor fUtureoperations such as sea basing and distributed operations.
Discussion: The post-cold war strategic environment has lead to an increase of naval operations
in littoral waters. The current fleet consists of large, expensive multi mission ships that are
poorly suited to operate in coastal waters. In the late 1990s the Navy developed a concept of
small, fast, networked and modular ships to engage the challenges of the littoral environment.
The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) was designed with an open architecture and mission bay to
allow a diverse assortment of mission packages. The LCS can be re-configured with different
mission packages to counter determined threats. The benefits of this flexibility abound for the
Navy, but it will also contribute to the Marine Corp mission. This study analyzes the ability of
the LCS to support the Marine Corp warfighting functions and operations of the future.
Conclusion: The Littoral Combat Ship was designed to meet Navy mission capabilities. The
LCS will support USMC missions by providing littoral security. The LCS is an ideal platform
for a naval fire support mission package. This capability would directly support USMC
warfighting functions and future missions including distributed operations.

v

INTRODUCTION
In the 1990's the US Navy determined that a new ship class which is affordable and adept
in littoral conditions is required to implement current and future expeditionary missions. This
ship must be able to counter specific challenges of operating in the littorals while maintaining
sea superiority. Threats will continue to evolve quickly in a littoral environment requiring
adaptability from the Navy. The Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) is designed to meet these
requirements. The LCS is designed to operate in the taxing brown water areas, be affordable and
have the flexibility to meet changing threats.
LCS is one of many assets that will help to enable the Navy's Sea Power 21 vision. Sea
Power 21 has three fundamental concepts: Sea Strike, Sea Shield and Sea Basing. These three
concepts are united through a Force Net. Force Net provides an architectural framework to
integrate platforms, sensors, and weapons creating a distributed, networked combat force. 1 The
LCS design has a networked architecture at its core and supports efforts of the Sea Shield
concept while embracing Force Net.
LCS is designed to contribute to the Sea Power 21 concept, however its use in littoral
waters encourages us to examine how the LCS will impact USMC missions. The Littoral
Combat Ship with its transformational, modular, open architecture design supports Marine Corps
warfighting functions and has potential to be a vital asset for future operations such as sea basing
and distributed operations.

THE LITTORAL COMBAT SHIP CONCEPT
The idea for small ships capable of littoral operations began in the late 1990s. The late
Vice Admiral Arthur Cebrowski published an article in Proceedings defining the future naval
1

operating environment and proposing a new type of naval ship to meet these challenges. 2 His
vision included adding a force of small ships that were fast, networked, modular, utilized
unmanned vehicles, austerely manned and affordable to the existing fleet. 3 He called this
concept Streetfighter, and sold the idea to then CNO Admiral Clark in 2000. 4 The Littoral
Combat Ship program office was established in 2002 and work began to develop an optimal
design and define the ship 1s specific missions. The program office determined that the LCS
primary missions would include Anti Submarine Warfare (ASW), Mine Warfare (MIW) and
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Surface Warfare (SUW) with an emphasis on small boat defense. Secondary missions identified
were Maritime Interdiction Operations (MIO), Special Operation Force (SOF) insert and support,
and Command, Control, Communication, Computer, Intelligence, Surveillance and
Reconnaissance (C4ISR). 5
The Streetfighter concept had a varied reception within the naval community. Many
agreed that the current force was not well suited for littoral operations but were skeptical about a
small single mission focused ship. Initial reaction highlighted the possibility of operating close
to an enemy's coast with strike weaponry and the capability to support Marines ashore. 6 There
was also speculation about export potentials and support to the U.S. Coast Guard. 7 Not all
readily welcomed the idea of adding a fleet of small ships to the Navy. There are fears that 11 an
over-reliance on the littoral combat ship could leave us vulnerable to nations with deep water
capabilities. 118 In the early 19th century, the U.S. Navy focused primarily on coastal operations
with small gunboats to defeat piracy and lost some capability to conduct open ocean operations.
The smaller coastal U.S. Navy realized its mistake when faced and defeated by a balanced
British Navy in the war of 1812. 9 Lessons learned from this period emphasized the importance

2
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of maintaining sea superiority in order to protect the littoral ships and provide presence and
deterrence. 10
These concerns where addressed while refining the Streetfighter concept. It was decided
that the small littoral combatant ship class would become part of the new Surface Combatant
Family Of Ships (SCFOS). The SCFOS would be comprised of the current model of AEGIS
destroyers and cruisers and the next-generation destroyer (DD(X)) and cruiser (CG(X))
augmented by the LCS. 11 The networked LCS will enhance the capabilities of the multi-mission
combatants by countering anti-access threats in the littorals. 12 The LCS gives the Navy a ship
capable of conducting littoral operations and coupled with the rest of the SCFOS, sea superiority
will be maintained. Sea power will be increased through the networked ability of the SCFOS.
The SCFOS concept and more specifically the Streetfighter concept has become reality with the
production of the LCS. However, the SCFOS concept is in jeopardy. The CG(X) program has
been canceled and the DD(X), now the DDG-1000 Zumwalt class has been limited to three
ships. 13 These upsets to the SCFOS concept have not yet impacted the LCS program. For the
immediate future, the LCS will operate with the current AEGIS cruisers and destroyers to
provide sea superiority. The LCS design is critical in ensuring it can function within a littoral
environment. The Navy chose two designs and has built each to see which will best suit mission
requirements.

LCSDESIGN
In line with the new transitional acquisition strategy, the LCS contract was awarded to
two different companies. General Dynamics and Lockheed Martin have both manufactured
separate LCS seaframes. 14 Each ship design meets the LCS mission specifications and testing is
3

scheduled to determine which design best meets the Navy's requirements. The Lockheed Martin
LCS (LCS-1 Freedom) design is based on a predominately steel framed mono-hulled ship 15 seen
in figure 1 and 2 (Appendix A). 16 The General Dynamics design (LCS-2/ndependence) is a
trimaran made from aluminum 17 displayed in figures 3 -5 (Appendix A)Y Both ship designs
have a mission bay capable of carrying the modular mission packages and a large flight deck
with a hangar bay. 19 Specific data on the separate seaframe designs are contained in the table
below.
Table 120
LCS Seaframe Variant Specifics

Displacement:

3,089 tons, full load

2,790 tons, full load

oimenslons;Jeet :319:0 ~ 43:o x 12:8
(metres):;·• •····•··, (1 !.!55 ".13:1~ 3.~);.
CODAG: 2 Rolls Royce MT-30 gas turbines: 96,550 hp (72 MW}; 2
Main machinery: Fairbanks Morse Colt·Pielstick 16PA6B diesels; 17,160 hp (12.8
Kamewa 153811 w<>t,.rio•t~
MW}; 4 Rolls

417,3

Speed,knqt5}

45

. ;45·.••·····•···

X 99;7 X 14;8
(127.. 2 X 30,4.X 4.5)

CODAG: 2 gas turbines, 2 diesels; 4
steerable waterjets; 1 steerable thruster

Range, n miles:

3,500 at 18 kt

4,300 at 18 kt

Missiles:

Raytheon RAM

Raytheon RAM
·· e 5immti:0Mk2•220 · ·.

~in (9n rnile~)i welghtotsiwn
. tl'lrn MG$ '·
..
Countermeasures: 2 SKWS/SRBOC decoy launching systems. WBR 2000 ESM

Decoys: ESM/ECM EDO ES 3601 ESM
Grumman Electronic Systems ..
· · t Man!igement System
TACTICOS

Weapons control: To be announced

~~~:J~a~~;;;·::!••···
): EXb~
search: ··.·····
Navigation:

Rt;,3D<i·l:;-t>ancF>' ···:

NAVSSI/GPS,.WSN7V

Sperry Bridgemaster

SEA~mii.~,;~AFIRE Ill EO/IR
Sonars:

None

None
21:J-60 helicopters; multiple
UAVsNTl:JAVs.
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The LCS concept calls for both ship designs to meet requirements while maintaining
affordability allowing the fleet to produce numerous ships. This has not been the case. The
price for each prototype built has already doubled from the original estimate.Z 1 The LCS was
intended to cost $220 million each permitting the long term budget to include 55 LCS's built in
the next 30 years. 22 LCS 1 Freedom's final cost is $637 million and the LCS 21ndepelidence is
$704 million.23 The Navy continues to support the LCS design and concept as reflected by Bush
administration Secretary of the Navy Donald C. Winter's comments, "We are encouraged by the
products we are seeing from the LCS program, but we are disappointed in the cost and schedule
overruns. Our objective is to build 55 ships in a timely, cost-effective manner." 24 In an attempt
to gain control of costs, a price cap of $460 million per each ship was imposed in 2009. 25 Both
Lockheed Martin and General Dynamics stated difficulties in meeting this cost cap. 26 The final
contract for Lockheed Martin's LCS 3 was awarded at $470,854,144 and General Dynamic's
LCS 4 at $433,686,769. 27 Both LCS 3 and 4 contracts exclude government expenses such as
government furnished equipment, change orders and program support costs as well as the cost of
continuation work and material used from the original contract options for LCS 3 and 4. 28 These
costs are more than $192 million dollars.Z 9
Although the objective of a timely cost-effective production is not currently being met,
then Navy Secretary Winters continued to support the program in 2008, "Our 30-year
shipbuilding program- which already reflects our plans for LCS -is unchanged."

30

The 2005

30-year shipbuilding plan called for twenty two LCS to be ordered with seven in the Fleet by the
end of FY 2010. 31 This plan is far behind schedule with only four LCS's ordered and two in the
Fleet by mid FY 2010. LCS-1 Freedom was originally to be delivered in early 2007 32 , the Navy
commissioned LCS-1 on November 8, 2008 more than a year behind schedule. Despite these
5

schedule and cost delays the Navy is still committed to the LCS program in full within a 313 ship
plan.
Budget difficulties and schedule delays with the LCS will have an impact on the fleet.
The mine and antisubmarine warfare capabilities of the LCS are vital to fill mission capability
gaps. Mine warfare is currently conducted by the 14 MCM Avenger class ships with MCM-1
commissioned in 1987.33 The final MHC Osprey class 'ships were decommissioned in 2007. 34
The U.S. Navy still operates 30 Oliver Hazard Perry class FFGs with a primary mission of
antisubmarine warfare. These FFGs are aging quickly. The first FFG was commissioned in
1977 with the newest ship commissioned in 1989.

35

The plan to replace aging mine

countermeasure ships and Frigates with LCS will need adjustment in response to delays. 36 This
may influence the missions that LCS is tasked with as it begins to enter the fleet.

MODULARITY
Responding to concerns regarding the limited utility of a small vessel, the LCS is the first
ship in the fleet with a modular design. Modular capability has increased importance in recent
years. Rapid advancements in technology can quickly leave ships dated. Lengthy and expensive
shipyard alterations are required to update ships. A ship built with modular design can avoid the
expense and time in shipyards to obtain rapid upgrades. 37 This modular design allows a ship to
"remain at a high state of technological readiness throughout its service life, which should extend
well beyond the average service life of current generation ships. "38
Modularity has been identified as necessary for flexibility within the fleet. The LCS will
demonstrate the benefits of a modular design. Rear Adm. Don Loren has identified 3 advantages
to modularity:
6

1) Throughout the acquisition cycle, new mission modules can be installed during ship
construction without significant non-recurring engineering to the basic ship.
2) The ability to rapidly reconfigure the mission modules will enable the naval or joint
force commander to tailor the LCS for the anticipated threat.
3) Mission modules will be replaced without putting the ship in dry-dock for extended
periods of time, cutting holes in the side of the ship, or running lengths of cables and
piping throughout the ship. 39
A fleet with ships that have the above capabilities provide the navy with flexibility of mission,
time and technology. It also reduces risk taken by the Navy. New systems can be evaluated
without investing in an entire new ship. 40 Time required to install new technology is reduced,
getting capabilities to the fleet when needed. These benefits will allow LCS to be used for
various missions. In 2004, then Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Vern Clark stated,
It will be the first Navy ship to separate capability from hull form and will provide a
robust, affordable, focused-mission ship to enhance our ability to establish sea superiority
not just for our Carrier Strike Groups and Expeditionary Strike Groups, but for all the
joint logistics, command and control and pre-positioned ships that must transit the critical
littoral threat area to move and support forces ashore. 41

Modularity allows LCS to tackle anticipated missions and the ability to adapt to meet any
unforeseen missions in the future.

LCS PROS AND CONS
LCS has many eyes on it as the first modular ship in the Navy and also the first new ship
class of the SCFOS concept. The new technology and transitional concept behind LCS lends it
to be used differently than conventional combatant ships. Single mission ships operating in
squadrons will require doctrine and philosophical change for the Navy. So how does LCS
benefit the navy mission? Below are some of the benefits and obstacles of the LCS:

7

PROS

CONS

Economical
Quickly built
Optimum manning
Shallow draft
High speed
Modular
Networked

Extremely over budget
Rotational crews
Contracted maintenance
Tailored training plan
Single mission capability
Mission package dependency
Minimum Self Defense

LCS pros consist of conventional advantages and transitional notions. Some of these
notional benefits are falling short and becoming negatives to the project. Price and schedule
have both fallen short in actuality. The first ship built in any class of ship is expected to be more
expensive however LCS has exceeded inflated cost predictions. This is in part due to a change in
design requirements from the original concept requiring more durable hulls. The first LCS was
completed in six years being built much quicker than conventional surface combatants however
it was still nearly two years behind schedule. Concentration on automated systems and
unmanned vehicles allows the LCS to have an optimal manning of less than 50 personnel. This
is a significant reduction in operating man-power costs for a surface combatant in comparison
with frigates manned by 210 personnel, 276 on a destroyer and 364 on a cruiser. 42 The benefit of
lower manpower costs is countered by the requirements for rotational crews, specific tailored
training programs for each crew member and contracted maintenance. 43 The effect of rotational
crews on ship performance, maintenance and longevity are currently still under research. LCS
optimal manning requires each crew member to have specific abilities; These crew members
will have a specific training plan created for them, in addition the two different LCS designs will
require separate training plans. The small crew size will not be able to perform all the
preventative maintenance requirements for the ship. A new system to accomplish maintenance

8

on LCS has to be established. Utilizing contractors or creating a naval shore maintenance
infrastructure are options but will cost. 44
Other cons to the LCS concern its single mission focus. The LCS only has the ability to
carry one mission package at a time. This is not a problem if the threat environment is
accurately predicted or there are accompanying ships with the LCS that have other mission
capabilities. If this is not the case, an LCS is left with minimal self defense means. An LCS can
change mission packages within three days however that does not include transit time to and
from an installation place. A RAND study has suggested five ports as installation sites; Norfolk,
San Diego, Japan, Singapore and Bahrain. 45 The supply of mission packages and ability to
install the needed package for each mission is a risk that the Navy has not had to accept while
operating multi-mission ships.

CURRENT MISSION PACKAGES
As noted, the LCS has three primary mission areas: ASW, MCM and SUW. These
mission areas are the basis for the first three mission packages to be used with LCS. The
mission package interfaces with the LCS through the Mission Package Computing Environment
(MPCE). 46 All three mission packages will include a type of MH-60 helicopter and the MQ-SB
Fire Scout, an unmanned vertical take-off aerial vehicle.

47

A fundamental goal for the mission

packages is to maximize utilization of unmanned vehicles and reduce manning requirements.
Mission packages are designed to be operated with a detachment of 15 sailors. An additional 23
personnel will man an aviation detachment to support MH-60s. 48 All mission packages are
networked to ensure sensor and weapon data are provided to other SFCOS ships in the operating

9

area. Each LCS can be outfitted with any of the mission packages. Re-configuration of an LCS
from one mission package to another is designed to take one to four days.
The three current mission packages will be tested on both LCS grototypes. This testing
will ensure both seaframes interface correctly with the mission packages and also that each
mission package is capable of conducting requirements on both seaframes. Complex naval
schedules will likely require mission packages to be tested on various LCS seaframes.
Anti-Submarine Warfare Mission Package
The ASW mission package is designed to counter the quiet diesel submarine threat in
littoral operating areas. This mission package includes ari unmanned surface vehicle capable of
towing an active and passive acoustic array, dipping sonar, unmanned underwater vehicle and
torpedoes (see figures 6&7 Appendix A). The helicopter assigned to an LCS used for ASW will
be an MH-60R which is capable of submarine detection and engagement. 49
The capabilities of the ASW mission package will allow an LCS to be utilized in several
ASW roles. The intrinsic network ability of the LCS will allow it to lay a sensor grid in
coordination with other LCS or SCFOS ships for barrier, choke point or prosecution operations.
They will also add to the ASW common operational picture to support strike group operations.
The ASW mission package allows littoral waters to be monitored for submarines without
bringing a large destroyer or cruiser into a restrictive environment or using an aging frigate for
submarine prosecution.
Mine Counter Measure Mission Package
Dedicated Mine Counter Measure (MCM) platforms are declining in the navy. The
Osprey class MHCs were decommissioned and the Avenger class MCMs are aging. Dedicated
MCM helicopters, the MH-53E will reach the end of their expected life cycle by 2012. 50 The
10

LCS with a MIW mission package will play a centered role in replacing these assets.

The MIW

mission package centers on the WLD-1 remote multi-mission vehicle (see figures 8&9,
Appendix A). This un-manned vehicle operates under the surface of the water exposing only a
mast and carries mine counter measure systems. 51 An MCM outfitted LCS will carry a MH-60R
helicopter which is capable of five different mine counter measure systems. 52 They will also
utilize the Remote Minehunting System (RMS).
The MCM mission package allows the LCS to be employed in three MIW areas. First
the ship will be able to establish an undersea picture/awareness. This will be done by mapping
the sea bottom, or developing a Q route (established mine free route). The MCM package is also
designed to allow for the prosecution of enemy mine layers. The networked sensors allow the
LCS to coordinate with a strike group to intercept a vessel identified as laying mines. Lastly the
MCM package allows the LCS to search, map and neutralize mines. The LCS excels over the
old MHC and MCM ships with its capability for greater self-sustainment and ability for a rapid
response.

Surface Warfare Mission Package
The surface warfare mission package is designed to counter small fast surface ships
found in the littoral environment. The mission package includes two mk50 30mm rapid-fire ·
guns. Another surface module includes the Non-Line-Of-Sight Launch system which fires the
Precision Attack Missile. 53 The MH-60R helicopter supports surface warfare with the detection
and engagement of surface contacts. Another module of this mission package is the maritime
security module. This includes two boarding teams, boat crews and Rigid-Hull Inflatable Boats
(RHIB). The surface mission package will also have deployable sensors to increase the surface
common operational picture and provide early warning of surface craft (figure 10, Appendix A).
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An LCS with a surface package can be employed in numerous ways. The ship itself and

deployed sensors will provide early warning to all ships within its network. Once a vessel of
interest is identified, the LCS can be used to intercept, screen, distract or deceive the target. The
LCS can accomplish these tasks with the ship itself, helicopter detachment, UA V, coordinated
with other ships or any combination of the listed. This ability can be used to support a strike
group, force protection to a sea base or support to other LCS ships in a different mission role.
The SUW mission package has begun engineering testing on LCS 1 Freedom. All
developmental testing should be complete by early 2011 with operational testing to follow and
be complete in 2012. 54 LCS 1 Freedom deployed in early 2010 with a modified SUW mission
package onboard. This mission package included a maritime security module and only two
30mm guns instead of the planned Non-Line-Of-Sight missile system. 55

POSSIBLE MISSION PACKAGES
The Streetfighter concept which began the LCS program envisioned a variant with the
speed and payload to make it a Navy-Marine Corps asset for sustaining operations from the sea
and operational maneuver from the sea (OMFfS). 56 The Navy began development of LCS
mission packages in three areas to fill naval mission capability gaps. These mission packages do
not support a Navy-Marine Corps LCS, however open architecture and modularity make it
possible to develop and install new mission packages quickly converting the LCS into a bluegreen asset.
The LCS concept of operations is already looking at additional modules/mission
packages to enhance the LCS's ability to conduct identified secondary missions. These
capabilities may be used on an LCS within a squadron or for independent operations. Modules
12

in consideration are: SOF support, Maritime Security, Force Protection, Medical and
Noncombatant Evacuation Operation (NEO) I Humanitarian Assistance (HA), and logistics and
sea basing. 57

Future Naval Mission Packages
Special operations are vital in 21st century warfare. All services have special operation
forces. LCS has potential to provide transport, access and support to special operation forces.
The Navy foresees this mission package embarking a Navy Special Warfare Task Unit
(NSWTU) of 80 SEALs, a special boat squadron detachment, support personnel and two 11
meter RHIBs. Extra command and control equipment will amplify LCS installed C4ISR
capabilities. This package would give LCS the capability to conduct beach surveys, Visit,
Board, Search and Seizure (VBSS) missions and operate a Swimmer Delivery Vehicle (SDV). 58
While the Navy is focusing on a SOF package to support SEALs, versatility can be built into the
package to support the special operation forces from all services.
Maintaining sea superiority is essential to the Sea Power 21 concept. Maritime
Interdiction Operations (MIO) are elemental to maritime security. A maritime security module
to support MIO is in development and onboard LCS 1 Freedom. The Navy plans on increasing
the size and capabilities of this module to enhance the LCS ability to conduct independent
MI0. 59 Elements of this mission package include boarding party detachments, RHIBs, weapon
and support equipment, and additional command and control equipment. 60 Both LCS seaframes
do not include berthing area for the additional personnel required to conduct MIO. The MIO
mission package would include temporary berthing areas established in the mission bay. The
additional personnel and equipment coupled with the inherent LCS capabilities, helicopter and
UAVs will allow LCS to conduct permissive and hostile MIO.
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Maritime security continues from the high seas through the littorals and into ports
providing force protection. A force protection module for the LCS would include a security
force, 11m RHIBs, working dogs, boarding parties, and BOD personnel with a mammal pool.
This package will be capable of providing protection to other ships, survey transit routes, provide
advanced personnel to liaison with national authorities and provide landward and seaward
security to ships in port. 61 USMC will benefit from the added protection to marines onboard
amphibious ships. Additionally, LCS embarked force protection units could be delivered to
coastal areas in support of USMC operations.
Military Operations Other Than War (MOOTW) such as NEO, HA and medical
evacuation play an important role for the United States world image. Globalization and
technological advancements have put MOOTW operations under immediate scrutiny. LCS has
the potential to improve U.S. response capabilities. A MOOTW mission package could include
radiological services, medical laboratory, mobile oxygen producing plant, four semi-trailer
hospital bed facilities, six semi-trailers with operating rooms, four water tanker, four food
trailers, four toilet/shower trailers, six HMMVV and eight to twelve passenger buses. 62
Historically the USMC is the first responders for MOOTW operations. The USMC will benefit
from the additional support equipment and facilities that an LCS can bring to an operation.
Furthermore, these capabilities can be leveraged to support the USMC during wartime
operations.
Sea Basing I Logistical Support
Sea basing is one of the three pillars of Sea Power 21. It is a decisive concept for future
joint operations. Sea basing provides enhanced capabilities for logistical support to both naval
units and forces ashore. LCS will likely contribute significantly to logistical/sea basing
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operations. The LCS design and mission packages are ideal for countering threats to a sea base
and protecting craft in transit between the sea base and shore. In addition to this security role,
the LCS concept of operation notes, 11 The LCS potential to rapidly transport up to a battalion and
its combat equipment in one trip is of great advantage to a combatant commander. 1163 This
ability to transport from a sea base to port far exceeds the capacity of current amphibious craft
and speed of amphibious shipping. The USMC has recognized this potential in the LCS, noting
in the Marine Corps Gazette;
The ship provides one of the largest usable payload volumes of any U.S. Navy surface
combatant-up to 58 HMMWVs or the equivalent-enabling it to carry more weapons
payload per ton of displacement than any other U.S. Navy combatant ever built. 64
LCS has some limitations compared to current landing craft. The LCS does not have the ability
to land on a beach to offload a payload. LCS would require a dock to offload. A shallow draft
allows LCS to enter into austere ports. Speed and a sizeable payload may offset this limitation in
some situations.
The LCS has not begun testing with USMC personnel and equipment; however joint tests
have been conducted on a similar platform, the High Speed Vessels (HSV). HSVs have
comparable payload space and operating speeds as the LCS. Testing with the HSV has shown
increased on load/ off load tempo with reduced vulnerability and Marine combat power is kept
intact. 65 The Army and Navy have developed a Joint HSV (JHSV) to conduct 11 fast intra-theater
transportation of troops, vehicles and equipment. 1166 The JHSV will be capable of transporting a
payload of 700 short tons over 1,200 nautical miles. The catamaran design of the JHSV gives it
a shallow draft that also allows it to enter austere ports for onload and offload. The contract for
the first JHSV was awarded in 2008 for $185 million and the ship is scheduled to be built by
November 2010. 67 If maintained, this low cost and rapid production makes the JHSV a prudent
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choice to facilitate speedy ship or sea base to shore transportation and would be a
complementary capability to the LCS.
On top of the sizable payload for transport, the LCS also has a large flight deck. The
Hight deck cannot support the new USMC MV-22 Osprey, but it can be configured to support
lily pad operations f?r the CH-53. 68 The combined payload and flight deck capabilities of the
LCS can provide the USMC numerous options for Ship To Objective Maneuver (STOM). The
decision then must be made to outfit an LCS with a mission package to counter littoral threats, or
to maximize payload area for USMC use leaving the LCS with only self-defense capabilities.
Modularity allows for some LCS to be configured for logistics/sea basing!STOM operations
while the rest of the squadron has a mix of MIW/ASW/SUW mission packages to enhance
combat power and security in the littorals.

Fire Support
In addition to these navy envisioned packages the opportunity exists for the USMC to
request a capability. The Commandant of the Marine Corps, Gen. Conway visited the LCS
seaframes and stated that he "saw a lot of potential for the two ships." 69 Although the USMC is
interested in the LCS they have not expressed an official requirement. 70 Gen. Conway indicated
the USMC desire to introduce a fire-support capability to the LCS 71 and the Navy admits to the
possibility with caveats. The current Non-Line~Of-Sight (NLOS) launch system with its
precision attack missiles does not support long ranges desired by the USMC. 72 The modular,
open architecture design of the LCS retains the possibility for technical improvements to the
launch system or the introduction of a new system that would support USMC fire-support
requirements.
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The SCFOS concept calls for the DD(X) to provide fire support. DD(X) has evolved into
· the DDG 1000 Zumwalt class destroyer. Cost constraints have severely restricted the Navy's
production plan for the DDG 1000. Current plans procure only 3 DDG 1000 ships. The 155mm
Advanced Gun System with its Long Range Land Attack Projectile (LRLAP) will extend fire
support from ships out to 70 miles. 73 The Arleigh Burke class DDG with it MK 45 5-inch I 54caliber gun only has a range of 15 miles. The upgraded MK 45 5-inch I 62-caliber gun utilizing
Extended Range Guided Munition (ERGM) has a range of 40-60 miles, but the Navy.has
canceled the program due to cost and reliability issues. The new 155mm Advanced Gun System
(AGS) is a capability that the Navy and USMC desires. LCS with it's modular design is an
economical option to outfit with a fire support package containing the 155mm AGS and LRLAP.

LCS Sl1PPORT TO DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONS
Distributed operations is a concept for future USMC operations. This concept calls for
USMC units to be dispersed throughout a large area to obtain a spatial advantage and still utilize
close combat or supporting am1s to disrupt the enemy. 74 This concept will require more support
from joint fires than is currently seen in operations. Distributed USMC units would rely on
network centric warfare to enable them to operate independently. Network centric warfare is
also an essential attribute for LCS. Networked marines and ships will be capable of sharing a
common picture. Maintaining an accurate real-time situational awareness will be vital for
command and control in a distributed operating environment. The common picture will be seen
by maneuver, intelligence, fire and logistic elements to maximize effectiveness of the force. 75
LCS will be able to support both aggregated and distributed Marine forces. The shallow
draft of LCS allows it to enter more coastal waters than conventional amphibious shipping. This
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provides the opportunity for logistical and fire support once those LCS mission packages are
developed. The networked capabilities of LCS will provide a common picture to all forces
enhancing situational awareness while supporting STOM throughout the extended battle space of
distributed operations. 76
Another key element of distributed operations that LCS supports is sea basing. USMC
units will not be able to provide force protection for large shore support structures when
dispersed throughout a large operating area. The flexibility to provide logistical support to
distributed units through sea basing reduces force protection requirements ashore. 77 LCS with its
current mission package is already capable of providing force protection to the sea base and has
the potential to augment logistical flow with the development of logistical mission packages.

CONCLUSIONS
The Littoral Combat Ship began as a naval vision to meet changing strategic demands.
LCS is an asset to achieve Sea Shield of the Sea Power 21 vision. The transformational modular,
open architecture design avails the LCS to mature into much more than its original concept calls
for. This design flexibility has already made the ship an attractive export interest to. foreign
navies. Within the United States, the LCS will branch out of strictly naval mission areas to
support joint warfare. The logical first step to multi service support is with the USMC. The
USMC operates within the littoral environment and has historical collaboration with the Navy.
LCS with its current three mission packages will enhance the Navy's ability to support
amphibious operations and sea basing while supporting the USMC's warfighting functions.
Furthermore, LCS will play an important role in the USMC concept for distributed operations.
Future mission packages to support USMC maneuver and fire-support are probable.
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Naval threats in the littoral environment have defined the three primary mission areas for
the LCS. ASW, MCM and SUW mission packages ensure sea superiority is obtained in coastal
waters. This benefits the USMC by granting access through hostile enemy littorals and adds
maneuver and logistic flexibility. Moreover, the LCS inherent seaframe capabilities for C4ISR
and unmanned vehicles will assist the USMC with intelligence and command and control. The
LCS as currently designed and used for naval missions will support but not enhance USMC
warfighting functions.
The Navy is already exploring future modules and mission packages to utilize on LCS.
Former secretary of the Navy stated, "... the idea of putting on modules to enable amphibious
warfare seems a logical extension of these capabilities." 78 The Navy foresees USMC interest in
LCS,
the fact you have a good-sized flight deck and hangar in both variants, as well as the
ability to deploy small boats, gives you some tremendous potential from the standpoint of
amphibious operations, which is a core Marine Corps interest area. 79
The USMC has not made an official request for additional LCS capabilities, but comments have
been made about fire-support and movement potential. Current onboard fire systems will not
meet the USMC requirements, however the unique design of the LCS make it possible to quickly
install new launch system technology as it is developed that will support long-range fire support
missions. Personnel and equipment transportation has not been tested yet onboard the LCS but
experimentation has been done onboard the HSV with promising results. Lessons learned from
those tests will aide in the development of LCS into an adept, fast, large transport for up to a
brigade to support OMFTS.
Future USMC operations include maximum use of a distributed force. The LCS is an
optimal platform to support these operations. High speed allows the LCS to rapidly move
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Marines and equipment to distant positions within the operational area. The networked platform
will contribute to the common picture to aid situational awareness and command and control.
The possible development of a fire-support package would augment the availability of ship
provided fire-support to dispersed units.
LCS has the potential to be an asset to the USMC as well as the Navy. There are several
barriers which may prevent the LCS from becoming a blue-green asset. Cost and schedule
delays plaguing LCS will limit the availability of the ship to assist in USMC missions. The
Navy will use LCS in the ASW, MCM and SUW mission areas to provide security to CSGs,
ARGs and in choke points. The addition of a JHSV to the fleet will provide a more affordable
option for USMC maneuver in the littorals. Naval fire support is an area that is still inadequate.
A naval fire support solution must be found that is cost effective. The modular LCS is an
obvious choice. An LCS with a Fire Support mission package is the USMC/USN LCS variant
for the future.
The ability to operate in the littorals and the modular design provides opportunity for the
LCS mission to expand. Brigadier General Hanifen commented that the LCS is very capable
with a large open bay and flexible mission modules. 80 The USMC will continue to monitor the
LCS and mission module development. There is possibility for a Marine Corps-specific module
for future operations. 81
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APPENDIX A
Figure 1
Lockheed Martin LCS

Figure 2
LCS 1 Freedom
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APPENDIX A
Figure 3
Image of General Dynamics LCS design concept

Figure 4
General Dynamics LCS interior design concept
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Figure 5
LCS 2 Independence built by General Dynamics

Figure 6
ASW Mission Package Components
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Figure 7
ASW Mission Package

ASW Mission Package Rollout- September 2008
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Figure 9
MIW Mission Package

MIW Mission Package Rollout- September 2007

ANiAQS-20A Mission Module

RMS Mission Module

Figure 10
SUW Mission Package Components
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